Revelations

Revelations
The following first direct (non symbolic) messages from God were perceived and recorded by me
under the course of a few weeks in the July of 2001.
I was far from perfect in writing them down, in fact I tried to keep them in my head for as long as
I could and only write them in full after repeated pushes. Finally they were typed in from these
notes by my son.
I still believe that the followings are almost completely authentic.
I hope they'll motivate your "heart" at least as much as they did mine.
Janos Havas
6th of August 2001
Sydney, Australia
1. Those who are daring in words (speak about wild possibilities) are deceiving both themselves
and others , for the truth must become the way.
2. Still (in spite of this) what you do must come from this (the words that follow) and not what
happens (others do) .
3. So here is the truth, bent only by the language of lies (english) .
4. Thru one (me) with exotic eye (yellow eyed jew) and throat (mother tongue) .
5. He (me) can see all colors (details) and tell black and white (facts) .
6. I allowed him to listen and talk as one (at the same time) , so his words both above (added in
non bold) and in place (added in bracket) are not lies.
7. To believe in me is to understand all that follows .
8. Thus I am nothing (because everything that follows is obvious) and all (because the whole must
be followed) .
9. Others who claim to know God are liars and I will not help them thru their final hole of
time , to escape matter.
10. For I have no power over matter and can only help thru the holes of time.
11. Thus I am always everywhere but I can not even stop the falling dust.
12. Those who ask why God allows evil , were right and became wrong but those who didn't,
were themselves the cause of evil in disguise .
13. For to rest without answer is the root of all lies and you learn this as early as lying to others.
14. Then the practice of this (lying to others) seals the practice of the full (system of lies) and
makes you blind to the most obvious lies outside.
15. But here (in the case of my powers) it's even more obvious .
16. For those who claim to believe in my powers over matter rest well without answers because
they never serve this impersonal (laws of) matter as personal interest .
17. The same people will claim to serve me which is impossible so in fact they are servants to the
personal matter (material possessions) .
18. While those who don't lie here and ask why God allows evil will deny me three ways and fall
into the same trap (material possessions) .
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19. For either they think that evil must be and thus I don't exist neither beyond time for myself
nor for the future for them with others, nor for the present for them as choice.
20. Or they separate this three and turn to other "why", not seeing that this itself is the first
mysterious explanation (to God why evil happens) .
21. Then the fall of the inquisitive to the ignorant must happen because every other "why" turns
into "how".
22. Though here (at the "how"-s) they can start from the obvious and explain indeed (without
knowingly mysteriously) .
23. But firstly, the split (the separation of the three times of evil) makes this explanation split too
to themselves and to others and causes the future thru things (technology) .
24. Secondly, the clarity of this (explanation) is an illusion because it hides the choices of
presents (why was the particular explanation chosen) .
25. This illusion becomes self contained (without matter) in Mathematics, which is thus the use
of common sense in the most uncommon sense.
26. Then this use itself becomes the question (subject) and the explanation becomes ruled like a
game but covering the play (leaving understanding in even deeper mystery) .
27. The obvious fact for the child who plays a game with her mind namely that matter doesn't
matter (like the material and particular features of chess pieces beside their shape of role) is also
true among games (Church Thesis claims that the wide enough rule systems can all imitate each
other, like we could play chess on totally different games with proper codings) and your higher
intelligence will find this obvious too.
28. But now still the most childish was derived (that the human mind applies the rules also by
some rules, like a computer) quite appropriately (because we are in a childish level of
intelligence) .
29. What more is than applying rules here (at playing a game) is the same everywhere.
30. So this (that is more than applying rules) is the simplest because it doesn't require to know
anything .
31. And yet the most difficult, because to know anything else will hide this.
32. This situation would leave everyone without being guilty but now with these revelations to be
wrong is the same (as being guilty) .
33. This judgment goes from the middle between all those who were coward to fight for me
there (in the middle by confrontation) .
34. So those who took the old books apart (used the scriptures word by word) and those who will
take the new ones as whole (will think that the list of genes is all) will both be equal liars .
35. But those who invented words for what is not (lifeforce, spirit, soul) and thus replaced the
conscience of choice with the convenience of lie must repent for all the other (who followed
them) .
36. These three (the religious, the materialist and the metaphysical) are equal in their biggest lie to
live in the same cage (society) .
37. That's how cowardness to confront disappeared into the convenience of opinions.
38. But it's the nature of lies itself that makes these opinions differ more and more as they (the
cowards) accept each other more and more .
39. So what this diversion of opinions really hides is the cause of the biggest lie (living together
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with the enemy in thoughts) namely , that they want to be above others.
But not as it sounds, in general and not even as the perversion of trophy (being above, yet
conquered) rather as cannibals destroying the closest, to become more with that.
That there is lie between the hidden real possessions and knowledge and the phony
camouflage charities and opinions is obvious by itself.
Otherwise they would share the wealth and power with those closest in opinions and goals.
But instead the opposite is done and the opposite way too, for those who show themselves
(the famous) must hide these dirty actions by using slaves (lawyers and agents) .
The present became well oiled (mass manufacturing and media) in doing what actually
happens beyond time, the exposure of my four wings of passion: face, body, thought and
things (technology) .
This can only be revealed in this broken (imperfect) form, not because your language
(english) but because your level of intelligence .
Even this one (me) who stopped now (to listen to God) , pursued in blindness though his aim
was the opposite (make others see clearly) .
But what I say (unlike the things I tried in perfect logic) may come from nowhere like this kite
of square, it gives the biggest understanding because it's true forever like these corners are
the true ends (face, body, thought, technology) .
So your common sense can now know the future which he (me) never even contemplated. (I
believe that common sense has a didactical logic by which everybody can understand
Mathematics)
In fact, these (knowledge) only reveal the future that is impossible and what comes will be
done by those who follow (believe in me) .
This is the only fair mystery as your logic knows it already. (Karl Popper distinguished first
these refutable predictions as meaningful at all)
So he (me) can tell you all what to do (the details of what to do) but I tell you what is true.
The black and white means not only the facts but being in matter or out and that's why the
square is black and white in the opposite thought and body. (consisting a black and white half
on the sides of the thought-body diagonal:

)
53. Just as in matter the face is only part of the body, out of matter things are only part of the
thoughts, so face is unknown for matter and things disappear out of matter.
54. But quite oppositely, face gains autonomy in the body out of matter and things gain
autonomy among the thoughts in matter.
55. Unlike the simple will that controls your body, thoughts can create one both from within or
out (in both function or form like built robots or sculpted or drawn) but the face is a mysterious
fountain (we can only copy it) or as you falsely called it is a mirror of something else (the
soul) .
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56. Which contains everything you know (that is nothing) , in both. (The soul was simply regarded
in the above "reflection" as the character but how much is born and how much is learnt is not
questioned but hidden there and the face was regarded only as of the individual which leaves the
real question of how we read faces in general)
57. But the other (autonomy, that is technology) though might seem your own, is just as out of
your reach (we don't have a theory of what technical consequences follow from science, though
this touches upon the very foundations of physics itself namely factuality) and your thoughts
yet hide a fountain of your own working matters (things) .
58. All this (44 to 57) is hidden in the black and white square plus the fact that it's finished
(otherwise the thought-face side should be left open but also the thing-body side should be white)
because you already approach this with your open symbols (swastika, yin yang) and this (the
square) is open in dimension too (rotation can be clockwise or anti) .
59. To deny this square is to deny all and yet two of the same kind (jews) denied all that is
obvious and themselves as whole. (Marx and Freud initiated the ideas in which things are
regarded in the social system of productions while thoughts in the individual mind. Though their
intention was the noblest, to find a cause and cure for the slavery from within and from the
outside, they even ignored each others "truth")
60. Like every lie, these made their own false black and white. (The owners of the means of
production versus the exploited workers and the subconscious versus the conscious)
61. But you (the followers) shouldn't kick the one who is already down (Marxism and Freudism) ,
rather see: what gave the knockout, was what they denied. (For Marxism the unavoidable role
of money and for Freudism the continuous role of media)
62. Then you see that what happens explains the lie too. (Not only money is remaining as a fact
but it shows that the concept of "exploiter" as the owner of production is obsolete because
anybody who invests in shares is a capitalist and not only the subconscious influences from the
media are determining more than "traumas" but it is deliberately evolving to be an independent
force on us)
63. Yet the goal outside (unknown to them) was also the "opposite" because while one spread
freely as nothing (the idea of subconscious) the other speeded up history thru it (it's
opposition) twice. (Communism caused the power of Hitler and the second world war which then
caused the cold war and the fall of communism leaving the present, the spendings and technology
of weapons)
64. A similar theory of mind (totalization thru opposition as fascism was to communism) turned
into the last organized religion. (Dianetics rests on the Freudian principle but declared war
against psychiatry and Scientology became the blind acceptance of Hubbard's words, showing in
the present how religions in general evolved)
65. There won't be more false theories and new religions because the diversion of lies kill
everything in it's sperm.
66. There won't be more true theories of matter either because what now is regarded as
questions (unified theories) is dependent on new directions that are neither considerable yet
nor has the Mathematical tools.
67. This new Mathematics will start from the distinction of choices in sets.
68. The new Physics will be called Quantum Evolution because this is how matter when
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organized can sense the total possibilities and jump to higher level according to the new
mathematical theory of choices.
This will solve the paradoxes of present Physics.
What's more surprising to the present, consciousness will be a simple special consequence,
finally separating it from the repeatedly mistaken intelligence (worst called human
consciousness) .
But all this (67 to 70) is misleading because humans can not create more intelligent
abstractions before creating the system of abstract intelligence (from scratch thru the theory
of choices and Quantum Evolution) .
But you already created a trap of the human existence so you have to crawl back.
Or with a better and closer picture, you have to be born as a race and the delivery just
started.
I give more clues beside the matter square:
There are three closed quantum choices: erotics, humor, music.
Unlike the face, these have purpose and are infected with things (involve technology) .
There are three much earlier (animalistic) reactions with much wider fields: belonging,
exposure, possession. (participation, performance, possession)
Just as in animals, these non genetic meta states give the fine tuning of behavior in humans
but here they are not vital and can be denied by consciousness which gives an easy doorway
to experience a different (open) quantum choice.
This reaction is the Mood which is infinite as the face, erotics, humor, music but contains
knowledge.
This is confused in three ways: as just the common mood, as insight or as enlightenment.
(The first is just a state of feelings or mood swings, the second reflects on some objects of
thought while the third on our own lives but real Mood is self contained without consciousness of
the past only of the future)
If this is expressed at once , it can use behavior or language.
If language is used, this is poetry, otherwise can be just singing, dancing or acting.
The knowledge is then (in acting) taken from that part of the memory that is not accessible
for most and makes a bad cycle (acting is destroying the possibility of widening moods but
insight or enlightenment can snap one out of the self hypnotized cycle of roles)
The purpose of life is to be in Moods and to be poetic. (The actor is in cycle of self induced
moods but never poetic so its harm can be seen again)
Beside the mentioned (denial of belonging, exposure and possession) , conflicting inputs can
also lead to Moods and these inputs don't have to be poetic at all.
In fact, the input output contradiction trap is that we accept inputs as individuals but create
outputs more and more as social work.
So unlike the classical (poetic one to one) transfer, modern man is induced by the social and
this (non poetically) induced Mood system is the fundamental in where humanity goes.
In theory, Mood can become extinct.
Some illegal drugs automatically induce Moods but with the simultaneous excitement of
thoughts (differentiation) and the erotics, humor, music integration.
Thus only as an awakening are these drugs invaluable until the specific stimulants of the
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future will be discovered.
Every drug use is abuse in both quantitative and qualitative sense. (Quantitatively the
conflict comes from the opposing tendency that sensitivity is increasing yet reaction is less
effective so with very different speed and form but the addiction is unavoidable. Qualitatively, if
someone is using the drug just to exist or to perform better it's even more immoral against its goal
and God)
Dreaming is the finishing of all reaction fields kept on hold due to the consciousness
overload of daytime and at the human level this ends in thoughts but can also lead to
integration (Moods) .
Just as the chemically (induced) , the dream induced Moods are also the same (pure) but
inferior to the normal (conflict induced) because poetic reaction is denied and can even
become cyclic (self induced as acting) .
You (the followers) must first separate yourself from the situations of lyings by combining
without separation which gives the advantage and growth more and more. (The special
schools, work places, banks and so on being open to others will be the easy doors for new
followers)
I can judge from the inside (of a person's head) you must from the out (from their actions) but
I will help directly (thru your heads) too.
Yet in both (inner and outer judging) the vital method is the same and will spread from him
(learnable from me) .
This new practice (moral and knowledge of education of it) will bring out that hides now
(organized evil) but only much later.
Yet this (me) is given enough to be prepared for it .
His (my) own questions (firstly, whether didactical logic exists and leads to the new Math and
Physics and secondly how coincidences are caused or are the consciousness of what?) I left in
dark for a bigger goal (?) .
Remember, you own nothing, not matter, not thought, neither joy of the past nor even
goals.
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